STEP INTO A WORLD
OF CREATIVITY
Discover ProWeave, our revolutionary material that
sets free a designer’s imagination. Like never
before, ProWeave combines creativity and
functional weaving with the most advanced
techniques. ProWeave brings to life uppers in
jacquard fabrics where zones of differing elasticity,
stability, and abrasion unite seamlessly.

INNOVATION
Innovation is a leap into the
unknown; it’s movement; it’s a
change in outlook. Innovation is
radical, free, and it’s in our DNA.
That’s what the innovative ProWeave
fabrics were born to do. To unleash
new possibilities in development
and creation. To offer endless
unique functionalities. To set
designers free as they turn their
vision into reality.

FUNCTIONALITY
This innovative material allows for
multidirectional zonal stretching, and
the creation of personalised yarns to
each designer’s specifications. The
properties of ProWeave exceed
those of Dobby technical fabrics and
offer greater design freedom within
a single productive process.
ProWeave also provides better
structural support – stronger than
knitted uppers.

SUSTAINABILITY
ProWeave is designed to support
our industry’s sustainability drive.
Using a single efficient process to
create woven uppers with localised
features means less energy
consumption for manufacturers. We
offer advice on the use of
compatible fibres and recycled yarns
to build recyclable structures for
circular projects. All offcuts are
suitable for recycling. ProWeave is
supported by Texon Group Zero
Waste Programme.

To explore the infinite possibilities of
ProWeave, please get in touch:
proweave@texon.com

A WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES
A novel innovation allowing designers to imagine, design and
develop zones with technical and aesthetic functionalities:
> Effortlessly

blend diverse yarn thickness and weights, and
fabric references and colours together with distinctive
gradient, rib, waffle and 3D effects to create unique woven
combinations on the same loom

> Numerous finishing possibilities: coatings, membranes,
linings (mesh, stretch), foams, paddings, thermic insulation,
(PFC free), printing, dyeing, mechanical and chemical
treatments
> Stronger, enhanced structural support compared to knitted
uppers
>

Flexibility of supply

> Derived from Texon’s Italian division’s track record in the
manufacture of unique textile materials with production also
available at Texon’s new Vietnam facility
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